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Roderick IV Clock

Price: $3,949.00 See Product Details

Free Shipping Lead Time: Arrives in 4-6 weeks

This 93rd-anniversary edition wooden grandfather clock is a Howard Miller classic.

Details

Specifications

Howard Miller delivers traditional design with a lightly distressed Cherry Bordeaux finish on select hardwoods
and veneers. This special anniversary wooden grandfather clock includes an Anniversary Edition inscription on
the dial. The hinged front door features a glass pane framed by removable wood mullions. The lower door is
framed by simple columns with decorative corbel caps and a glass mirrored back panel.

An aged dial features worn black Arabic numerals and charcoal finished hands. The rotating moon disk features
artwork by American Hudson School artist, Thomas Cole: "The Hunter's Return — 1845" and "Home in the
Woods — 1847". Completing the look are aged nickel finished weight shells and pendulum bob.

Removable upper side panels offer easy access to the movement of this clock. The dial and case are illuminated
and adjustable levelers under each corner provide stability on uneven floors. 

This clock features high-precision, cable-driven, Westminster chime movement with an automatic nighttime
chime shut-off option.

Dimensions



82.75"H x 23"W x 13.5"D

Features

High-precision, cable-driven Westminster chime movement
Automatic nighttime chime shut-off option
Adjustable levelers under each corner to provide stability on uneven and carpeted floors 
Distinctive aged dial is etched with worn black Arabic numerals, a minute track, a sweep seconds track, and
charcoal-finished hands
Rotating moon disk with elegant artwork by Thomas Cole of the esteemed Hudson River School
Heirloom record certificate with a nickel-finished capsule
Both pendulum bob and weight shells are finished in aged nickel, with a sleek wooden stick that complements
the case
Detachable upper side glass panels, providing simple access to the interior
Both the case and dial light up, allowing easy reach to the back roller switch.
Lightly distressed Cherry Bordeaux finish

Materials

Hardwoods
Veneers

About Howard Miller

Founded in 1926 and still family-owned in its third generation, Howard Miller is the world’s leading clock
company and a respected brand name in fine specialty furnishings.
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